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1. In this case accused Mallo sungkurang and 5 others namely Rajen Tanti, Ma

Bahadur Pradhan, santosh chiring, sikandar Karmakar and Achyut Buragohain
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facing the trial uls. 109132513261353134 IPC for the case filed by the informant

Farid Khan.

2, The genesis of this criminal trial traced back to a first information statement or

ejahar dated 23lt0lL9 lodged by the informant Farid Khan wherein it was stated,

inter alia , that on the same day at about 6.50 a.m. jail warder Ranjan Borah

informed him about one inmate namely Rabindra Singh and when he visited the

inmate suddenly a group of inmates namely Manas Borah, Kalam DariK, Malo

chungkrang, Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan, santosh chiring, sikandar

Karmakar, Achyut Buragohain along with warder Ranjan Borah verbally and

physically attacked him by dragging him inside. When he managed to came out

then he asked duty Warder Bipin Bora not to open the gate. Then he asked

Ranjan Borah to control the situation but instead he called the inmates to attack

him. Then Warder Bipin Borah also opened the gate without his permission and on

instigation of Ranjan Borah the inmates again attacked him with some sharp

weapons casing injury in his skull, chest and backbone etc. The gate warder did

not open the gate even after several request so that the informant could escape

but he refused to do so and for that this alleged incident occurred. He also stated

that Mr. Tridib Baruah the Assistant jailor had also sustained injuries in the

incident. He further stated that his SAMSUNG phone with SIM no. 9954638825

went missing in the incident. Hence the informant filed this case,

On receipt of the FIR, the OIC of Sadiya Police Station registered a case bearing

Sadiya Police Station Case No. L4U20L8 under section t09132513261353134 IpC.
($ rne case was investigated by the Lo. Mr, C.M. Singh and WSI Mamu Marak. Later
ot\'

Sdbiri"ional.-. after conclusion of the investigation he filed the charge sheet against the accused

,rd;ial M agistrate(M r'u nder section s log I I 325 I 326 I 353 I 34 rPC.

Sadiy"' chapaknofltor,", the charge sheet was filed the case was made over to the file of this court

and the cognizance of the offence was taken. The charge sheet was filed against 9

numbers of accused. Accused Manash Borah and Kalam Darik @ Shiv were

declared as absconders. During trial accused Manash Borah and Kalam Darik @

Shiv were declared as proclaimed offenders by my Ld, Predecessors and after

examining the Enquiry Officers the case was filed. Similarly accused Ranjan Borah

had stopped appearing before the court at the stage of recording evidences of the

prosecution side and as other co- accused were in judicial custody so to expedite

the trial this Court deemed it proper to issue standing flA against him and vide
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order dated 07109121 the case was split up for accused Ranjan Borah and

proceeded to record the testimonies of other witnesses. Hence, at present case is

being proceeded against 6 accused persons namely Mallo Sungkrang, Rajen Tanti,

Man Bahadur Pradhan, santosh chiring, sikandar Karmakar and Achyut

Buragohain and all of them are in judicial custody.

Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the other accused persons under

section 207 of Cr, P.C. After hearing the learned counsels and on finding sufficient

ingredients, the contents of the charge u1s.109132513261353134 IPC were framed,

read over & explained to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

In support of the case, prosecution examined six numbers of witnesses. After

closure of prosecution evidences statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. were

recorded and same were of paftial acceptance and few denial regarding the

incident. Defence declined to adduce evidence. Heard the argument put fonvarded

by the learned counsels for both the sides as well as gone through the evidences

available on record.

7. Points for determination.

Whether on 73/70/78 at about 6.5O a.m. inside the Sadiya District
Jail at Sadiya under sadiya P,s., the accused caused grievous hurt to
Mr. Farid Khan and Mr. Tridip Baruah in furtherance of their common

intention and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s.325/34
rPc?

Whether on the same date, time and place the accused caused

inflicted grievous injury to Mr. Farid Khan and Mr. Tridip Baruah with

a sharp weapon in furtherance of their common intention and
thereby committed an offence punishable u/s,326/34 IPC?

Whether on the same date, time and place the accused assaulted or
used criminal force to Mr, Farid Khan and Mr. Tridip Baruah who are
public seruants, with an intention to prevent them from discharging

their duU as public seruants in furtherance of their common

7.
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intention and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s.353/34
IPC?

4. Whether on the same datq time and place the accused abated each

other in voluntarily causing grievous hutt to Mr, Farid Khan and Mr,

Tridip Baruah and deterring them from discharging their duties in
fuftherance of their common intention and thereby committed an

offence punishable u/s, 326/ 1 09 IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

In this case prosecution examined the victim Mr. Tridib Baruah as pw.1,

victim/informant Farid Khan as PW.3, constable Jyoti Hazarika as pw.2,

constable chandra Kanta Banoi as PW.4, I.o. Mamu Marak as pw.5 and M.o.

Robin Chandra Doley as PW.6. Now for proper appreciation of the evidences of

record I find it proper to reiterate the testimonies in this judgment as well.

P.w.l Sri Tridip Baruah deposed that he knew the informant who was an

Assistant Jailor, Sadiya Dist jail and also all the accused persons. He deposed that

the accused persons except Ranjan Borah were lodged at Sadiya Dist jail at the

time of the incident. At that time accused Ranjan Borah was Head Warden (I/C)

of Sadiya Dist Jail. on 13.10.2018 at about 6 am/6:30am, accused Ranjan Borah

came to his official residence and informed him that one inmate of Sadiya Dist

Jail was ill and therefore he should visit the jail premises to see him and he

according informed him that he would go after some time. At about 7:45am, he

heard "Hulla" in the jail campus from his residence. He immediately went out to

the gate of his residence. From there, he saw that the inner gate of Sadiya dist

jail was open and his colleague, Farid Khan was trying to come outside the jail

through the inner gate while some inmates of the jail were pulling him inside and

they were also beating him. But he could not identify the persons who were

beating Farid Khan as he was watching it from some distance. He then

immediately rushed towards the jail. The PW.1 further said that when he went

inside through the main gate, he saw that the inner gate was closed. Farid Khan

was sitting in the office of the jail and he was bleeding from his head and mouth.

His clothes were torn and there were bruises over his body. On being asked Farid

Khan about the incident he told that Ranjan Borah had taken him inside the jail to

see an ailing inmate and when he went inside, some of the inmates had
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questioned him for not taking the ailing inmate for medical treatment. Thereafter,

some of them, namely Manash Bora, Mallo sungkurang, Manbahadur Pradhan,

Achyut Buragohain, Sikandar Karmakar, Santosh t5Chiring and Kalam Darik had

assaulted him. He also told that when he tried to get out through the inner gate,

the accused persons were pulling him inside and assaulting Farid Khan. But he

somehow he could came out. PW.1 also said that considering the gravity of the

situation he decided to inform the Head quafter. Accordingly, when he was trying

to make WT communication with the Head quarter, at that time Farid Khan was

questioning Ranjan Borah why he was being assaulted in his presence. Farid

Khan also accused Ranjan Borah that he could have prevented the situation.

There was heated argument between Farid Khan and Ranjan Borah which led to

a minor scuffle between them. Then Ranjan Borah became furious and he tried to

open the inner gate and called the inmates of the jail outside by saying that he

had been assaulted by Farid Khan. On sensing the danger he asked the santry on

gate duty namely sri Bipin Borah to open the main gate. But he did not oblige. By

that time, Ranjan Borah opened the inner gate of the jail. The inmates had

already gathered near the inner gate by that time. Many of the inmates came

inside the office as soon as Ranjan Borah opened the inner gate. He was standing

just outside the inner gate at that time and finding him near the gate, the

inmates Manash Borah, Mallo Sungkurang, Kalam Darik had assaulted him

with fist blows, When he confronted them, Mallo Sungkurang threatened that he

would further assault him. But he confronted all of them. Then they went towards

Farid Khan. They were about 20 inmates who had assaulted Farid Khan. But he

had seen all the accused persons except Ranjan Borah assaulting Farid Khan withi\'\
gUr'-Y'' --

J,rdi;;iM;g'trtrate(Mfist 
blows and kicks, Farid khan was also cut by knife on his head. But he herd not*dla-iir, 

Ch-apakhowteen who had cut him. Rajan Borah was standing and watching all these incident.

But he never tried to save him as well as Farid Khan from the clutches of the

accused persons. On the other hand, all the accused persons could come inside

the office only because Ranjan Borah had opened the inner gate. Moreover, all

the accused persons had assaulted him and Farid Khan for second time because

of instigation from Ranjan Borah. Therefore, Ranjan Borah was engaged in

criminal conspiracy with the accused persons to assault Farid Khan as well as

PW.1. After some time, the inmates sensed that Farid Khan would die because of

the assault. Therefore, they stopped assaulting him and some of them went



inside. Thereafter, he came out of the jail with Farid Khan. He was heavily

bleeding. He took him to Chapakhowa FRU, He had to be administered stitches

on his head. He was also treated as Chapakhowa FRU. Farid Khan later lodged

FIR at Sadiya PS in this regard.

During cross examination he said that Farid Khan was Jailor in-charge of

Sadiya Dist Jail at the time of the incident. He denied that suggestion that he did

not state before police that "At about 7;45am, he heard "Hulla" in the jail campus

from his residence or he immediately went out to the gate of my residence. He

denied that suggestion that he did not state before police that from there, he saw

that the inner gate of Sadiya dist jail was open. His colleague, Farid Khan was

trying to come outside the jail through the inner gate while some inmates of the

jail were pulling him inside and they were also beating him." He denied that

suggestion that he saw Farid Khan assaulting Ranjan Borah with a scale. But he

admitted that there was a scuffie between them. He also admitted that he had

heard Farid Khan saying to Ranjan Borah that he would get the son of Ranjan

Borah who was studying at Dibrugarh get kidnapped and get him killed as he was

a poweful man, He denied that suggestion that Ranjan Borah opened the inner

gate of the jail and called the inmates outside, The sentry Bipin Borah was in the

charge of inner gate and outer gate of Sadiya Distrlct jail and the keys of the lock

of those gates were with him. Ranjan Borah did not have the keys of the gates.

He denied that suggestion that Ranjan Borah could not have opened the inner

gate without key as the inner gate was not locked with key but was closed from

outside by the bolt. He denied that suggestion that Ranjan Borah had tried to

S.[>Oivid,on*t6frye them from the inmates . He admitted that he did not remember exactly
Judicial Magistra
"$Aiyu, Cnipaffrovwhether there was any other jail staffs present there except him, Farid Khan,

Ranjan Borah and Bipin Borah. He denied that suggestion that he stated falsely

that Ranjan Borah had instigated the inmates and therefore they assaulted him

and Farid Khan. Generally, Jail warden informs them regarding every matter

including food for the inmates, illness etc. of the inmates. He also admitted that

since Ranjan Borah was on duty at that time and it was his duty to inform them

about the matters inside the jail. Ranjan Borah was informing them about all

these matters properly. He admitted that Ranjan Borah has been doing his duties

properly. Problems usually arise at Sadiya dist jail regarding availability of food

items and medicine etc. for the inmates. He denied that suggestion that Ranjan



Borah often comes to us with complaint from the inmates and therefore we do

not like him. He denied that suggestion that he had deposed falsely and Farid

Khan has lodged false case against Ranjan Borah and not against Bipin Borah

because they did not like Ranjan Borah. He admitted that he did not remember if

trees were uprooted due to heavy storm on the previous day of the incident. He

did not know he had seen the incident from the gate of his house and Ranjan

Borah was remqving the uprooted trees inside the jail premises. He did not know

if Ranjan Boralh had lodged complaint to the higher authority regarding this

incident. He adrnitted that he had not seen police seizing any sharp weapon. He

said that he had searched for the sharp weapon inside jail premises after the

incident but nothing was recovered. He admitted that he did not exactly state

before police that the accused persons had assaulted him and Farid Khan with

stone and sharp weapon built from fire wood. He denied that suggestion that

Farid Khan was attacked by the accused inmates with stone and sharp weapon.

He denied that suggestion that he did not know the accused persons who had

assaulted Farid Khan. He denied that suggestion that there was frequent

objection from the inmates regarding shortage of food items and medicine inside

the jail and therefore false allegation were made against the accused persons. He

did not know if there was another incident with Farid Khan when he was in

Tezpur jail.

10. P.W.2 Sri Jyoti Hazarika deposed that he knew the informant who is Assistant

Jailor, Sadiya Dist jail. He did not know the accused persons. He said that he was

posted at Sadiya Dist lail as escort and he had joined at Shantipur OP only about

n o3ffi=ii;Atu''3 months ago ( from the date of deposition). He said that he was steeping in his

SII',fi:tmpakhowa barrack urong with his cotteagues at the time of the incident which had happened

at about 7/8 AM. The barrack was at a distance of about 100 mtrs from the gate

of Sadiya Dist Jail. Suddenly, they heard some noise inside the jail premises and

then they rushed towards the jail gate. They saw that Farid Khan had come out

of the jail gate and he was bleeding from his head. He could hear from others

that he was assaulted by some of the inmates of the jail inside the jail premises.

Later, police went there and he was enquired by police. During cross

examination he said that Farid Khan did not inform them who had assaulted

him.

7



11. P.W.3 Farid Khan deposed that he was the informant of this case and he knew all

the accused persons. He said that all the accused persons except Ranjan Borah

were lodged at Sadiya Dist jail at the time of the incident while accused Ranjan

Borah was Head Warden (I/C) of Sadiya Dist lail. On 13.10.2018 at about

6:50am, accused Ranjan Borah came to his official residence and informed that

one inmate of Sadiya Dist Jail, Rabindra Singh was ill and therefore he should

visit the jail premises to see him. He told him that he would go after some time.

At about 7:30am, he went inside the jail premises to see Rabindra Singh. As he

was talking to Rabindra Singh, the accused Ranjan Borah became furious. He

stated that he was not taking care of the inmates properly. Then he could sense

that something was going on among the inmates and therefore, he was coming

out of inside the jail premises. As he was coming back, one of the inmates named

Manash Borah punched me on his head. He pushed him and tried to come out.

But the inmates namely Rajen Tanti, Achyut Buragohain, Man Bahadur Pradhan,

Kalam Darik, Santosh Chiring, Mallo Sungkurang came around him and all of

them started to assault him. He somehow managed to come out of the inside

gate of the jail premises. Accused Ranjan Borah was on duty at that time and he

had asked him to blow the siren. But he did not oblige. Then he asked Bipin

Chandra Borah, gate keeper of the jail to close the inner gate. He came out and

sat in the jail office. He then called Ranjan Borah to the olflce to enquire why he

did not help him when the inmates were attacking him. But he started to engage

.z 5 in verbal altercation with him and soon scuffle broke out between them. The

^\ 
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;\ other Assistant Jailor, Tridib Baruah also arrived there by that time. He tried to

S.#'Orui"i'onalr\lcontrol Ranjan Borah. But he somehow slipped and ran towards the inner gate of

ffi;#ffiffi;;;;,ff;:;;
then opened the inner gate of the jail defying our instruction. Accused Ranjan

Borah then called the other inmates of the jail towards the jail office. He along

with Tridib Baruah then requested gate keeper Bipin Chandra Borah to open the

outer gate of the jail so that they could go outside to save themselves. But he did

not oblige. Then all those inmates of the jail who had assaulted him inside the jail

came out to the jail office. They again attacked him and he fell down on the

ground. Someone among them had injured him on my head with a sharp edged

object. They also attacked and assaulted Tridib Baruah. He saw that Santosh

Chiring was standing there with a stone in his hand. He also saw Sikandar



Karmakar there. But he did not see them assaulting him or Tridib Baruah. All the

inmates then went inside the jail premises and the inner gate was locked. He

then lodged written FIR in this regard at Sadiya PS. Ext.l was the FIR and

Ext.1(1) was his signature, He said that he was taken for treatment to

Chapakhowa FRI.J.

During cross examination he admitted that he did not state to the I/O that

he had asked Ranjan Borah to blow the siren inside the jail but he did not oblige.

He denied that he did not state the same to the I/O since it was false, He stated

that he had stated to the I/O that Ranjan Borah did not help him inside the jail.

He denied the suggestion that he did not state to the IiO that with the help of

gate keeper Bipin Chandra Borah, accused Ranjan Borah then opened the inner

gate of the jail defoing our instruction. He did not state to the I/O that Bipin

Borah had opened the inner gate of the jail and called the inmates towards the

jail office. Instead, he had stated to the I/O that Ranjan Borah had opened the

inner gate with the help of Bipin Borah and then called inmates towards the jail

office. He denied the fact that he had asked for Rs.2000/- from Ranjan Borah

which he did not give him and therefore, he did not have good terms with Ranjan

Borah.

He denied that he did not take proper care of the inmates of the jail

because of which the inmates frequently complain against him. He denied that

,/ Ranian Borah used to inform him about all such complaints because of which he

AZa( did not have good terms with him. He denied the fact that when the inmates of
(-!/ v \

S.rFDivisional - 
the jail were attacking him, Ranjan Borah tried to help and save me from them.

,fuOiciai Magistrate(Mrt-le denied that Ranjan Borah did not call the inmates to the jail office to attack
-Sadiya, 

Chapakhowohi*. He denied that he had threatened Ranjan Borah that he would get his son

who was studying at Dibrugarh killed. He denied that he had threatened Ranjan

Borah that he would get him killed by engaging professional killer. He denied that

Ranjan Borah had told me that he got assaulted by the inmates of the jail

because of such behavior. He also denied the fact that he had assaulted Ranjan

Borah with a wooden stick of about 2 Llzft long in the jail office following which

he ran away to save himself and took shelter inside the jail premises by opening

the inner gate. He denied that the inmates then came out by themselves and

attacked him. He said that was at Tezpur jail prior to him appointment in this jail.

He denied that he was attacked by inmates at Tezpur jail. He denied that he went

9
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inside to see Rabindra Singh and he had stated that he would not care if he dies.

He denied that he had stated that he did not fear anyone including IG, DIG etc.

The key of the inner gate of the jail remains in custody of gate keeper Bipin

Chandra Borah. He also said that the incident that had happened inside the jail

premises was not seen by Tridib Baruah, Alfajuddin Laskar, Jyoti Hazarika, Karna

Kalita, Rabindra Gogoi, Binod Tamuli, Chandra Kanta Bahoi. He admitted that the

Jail Authorities do not permit the inmates to keep any kind of weapon inside the

jail premises. He denied that Santosh Chiring was not having a stone in his hand

because nobody is permitted to keep stone inside jail premises. He denied that

the inmates of the jail did not attack him and there was scuffie among the iail

staffs because of miss management.

12. p.W.4 Sri Chandra Kanta Bahoi deposed that he knew the informant who was the

Assistant Jailor, Sadiya Dist jail, He also knew the accused persons. The incident

was occurred around 1 year inside the jail Sadiya at around 10 am. When Farid

Khan entered into the jail premises at routine duty the accused persons attacked

him and he saw from outside that there was scuffie between the parties.

Assistant Jailor, Tridip Baruah entered into the jail premises to intervene but the

accused persons beat him also. Constable Ranjan Borah was on duty of the gate.

They asked Ranjan Borah to let them enter into the jail to save our senior officer

but he did not open the gate, Ranjan Borah entered into the jail and bring out

Farid Khan and Tridip Baruah. They saw that Farid Khan sustained bleeding injury

on his head. Farid Khan was taken to medical. Police was informed accordingly.

During cross examination he admitted that he could not identify the accused

persons with name. He did not see who had beaten Farid Khan. He admitted that

he cannot say properly about who was appointed on the gates of the jail.

13. P.W.5 WSI (P) Mamu Marak deposed that she was the investigating officer of this

case. On 28.02.20L9, while he was working as WSI at Sadiya P.S on the same

day she was endorsed with the investigation of this case. She said that she knew

the informant. Earlier this case was investigated by I/O S.I., Charan Mohan

Chetia. He had already arrested Mallo Sunkurang. Accused Ranjan Borah and

Bipin Chandra Borah were served with notice u/sec 41 CrPC. After that accused

Manash Borah, Kalam Darik, Rajen Tanti, Manbahadur Pradhan, Santosh Chiring,

Sikandar Karmakar and Achyut Buragohain. This accused persons were already in

judicial custody in connection with other cases, Accordingly she proceeded to
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Sadiya Dist Jail and found that accused Santosh Chiring and Sikandar Karmakar in

the jail and the other accused persons were transferred to different jail for their

other cases. After that she shown the accused persons as arrested in connection

with this case and also recorded their statements. The statement of the witnesses

were already recorded by the earlier I/O. He had already prepared sketch map.

After completion of the investigation I filed charge sheet u.sec.

t09132513261353134 Ipc by showing Manash Borah and Kalam Darik as

absconders. Ext2 was the Charge sheet and Ext.2(1) was her signature. During

cross- examination she admitted that she had not seized anything on the pO.

she denied that she had not found any eye witness except the victim.
14. P.w.6 Dr. Robin Ch. Doley deposed that on 13.10.2019 at about 3.10 pm he

examined Farid Khan escorted by UBC-09 Dipak Majhi. On examination he found

sharp cut wound near left temporal area 5 cm into bone depth on the left side of
I

scalp temporal area. In his opinion the injury was dangerous and caused by sharp

weapon. To that affect he submitted the medical report vide Ext.3 & Ext.3(1) was

his signature. He said that he also examined Tridip Baruah escorted by UBC-09

Dipak Majhi. On examination he found a superficial swelling in the back of

shoulder. In his opinion the injury was simple in nature and caused by blunt

weapon. To that affect he submitted the medical report vide Ext.4 & Ext.4(1) was

his signature. During cross examination he said that he did not mention the
,/

^ ,/ edico legal register number in the reports. He did not mention the history of

&{tr"$. iniury. The weapon was no shown to him.

gitffiXli"$, AppREcrArroN oF EVrpENcEs

15. From the evidence available on record let me discuss if the same are sufficient to

prove the guilt of the accused u|.325132613531I09134LPC. Since all the sections

are inter- related so I deem it proper to discuss it together.

16. As regard to the involvement of all the accused are concerned, the PW.1 said that

it was PW.3 who informed him that accused Manash Borah, Malo Sungkurang,

Manbahadur Pradhan, Achyut Buragohain, Sikandar Karmaakar, Santosh Chiring

and Kalam Darik assaulted PW.3. Later when accused Ranjan Borah opened the

gate then accused Manash Borah, Mallo Sungkurang and Kalam Darik assaulted

PW.1 with fist blows. He also stated that accused Mallo Sungkurang threatened

him with dire consequences. PW.1 also stated that accused Ranjan Borah
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Orcia,

instigated them for the incident. The PW.1 further alleged that around 20 inmates
assaulted the pw.3 except accused Ranjan Borah and one of them even gave him
a cut blow with a knife in his head. But during cross examination he accepted
that police could not find any sharp weapon in the jair premise. pw,1 arso
accepted that even he searched for the sharp weapon but he courd not find it.
The PW'3 the informant and another victim of this incident deposed that it was
accused Manash Borah who punched him in his head inside the jail premise and
later accused Rajen Tanti, Achyut Buragoahin, Man Bahadur pradhan, Kalam
Darik, Santosh Ciring, Mallo Sungkurang came and assaulted him. He said that
accused Ranjan Borah with the help of Bipin Borah opened the inner gate of the

5ffiN11.,:*"".:othemaingateandlettheinmatesentertheofficepremiseand..slgY Iffi \?\ after that all the accused except santosh chiring and Sikandar Karmakar.it "w'' l;Kl 
assaulted them. He said that someone attacked him with sharp weapon which he

// could not identifl. During cross examination he admitted that they never allow
the inmates to keep any sharp weapons. From the Ext.l/ FIR it is revealed that
the informant/PW.3 had mentioned about two alleged incidents whereby e was
attacked by the inmates, one took place inside the jail premise and other in the
office room. The pw.3 categorically pressed on the point that accused Ranjan
Borah had instigated the other accused for assaulting him. The pw.1 also said
that he saw the PW.3 was being assaulted by the jail inmates/ accused and later
the PW.3 explained him about the incident.

I lt' 17' The prosecution also examined 2 independent witnesses in this case. out of themA .^^/ 1 r.

It,^^^, 
PW'2 Jyoti Hazarika said that he saw the PW.3 Farid Khan in an injured condition

;; ;ffi;il;._
Sli.,fi. mpakhow+rim who assaulted them. But here PW.2 did not state any incident which took

place inside the office room. similarly PW.4 chandra Kanta Bahoi said that while
PW'3 entered the jail premise accused person attacked him and some scuffle
occurred between them. He also said the accused attacked pw.1 as well. He also
said that it was accused Ranjan Borah who entered the jair and bring both pw.1
and PW.3 out. He arso said that he saw injury on the head of pw,3. The pw,4
admitted that he could not identify the accused. Thus the testimonies of pw.2
and PW.4 0nry contributed towards the fact that victims pw.1 and pw3 had
sustained injury in the incident. They also supported the testimonies of the pw.1
and pw.3 that the jair inmates attacked them on the aileged incident. The
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testimony regarding the injuries saw by the pw.2 and pw.4 contributed to thecircumstantial evidence that the incident occurred inside the jail premise as theyhad seen pw.3 coming out in an injured condition. Though they courd not namethe accused but they had seen the inmates attact<ing the victim pw.3. Theirtestimonies are appearing naturar and trustworthy and without any exaggeration.Thus in view of the testimonies available on record it appears that the victimssustained the injuries in the alleged incident itserf. The accused though taken theplea of scuffre but they courd not discharge their burden in this regard. They arsodid not produce any witness in their support. The pw.6/M.o. had arso estabrishedthe fact that the victims sustained injuries.
18' It is true that some versions of the pws are found to be unreriabre so far aspresence of any sharp weapon or missing of mobire handset is concerned.But just because the Pw's had lied on certain points does not mean that theirentire evidence has to brush aside. The precedents are garore to remind us that'Falfus in uno, farsus in omnibus' is not an acceptabre principre in the Indiancriminal jurisprudence; the process of appreciating evidence necessarily invorvesseparating the grain from such chaff. simirarry here in this case it appears fromthe FIR that the pw.3 had named the accused persons namery Manas Borah,Kalam Darik, Malo chungkrang, Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan, santoshchiring, sikandar Karmakar, Achyut Buragohain as his assairants. Even duringrecording his evidence except santosh chiring and sikandar Karmakar he,/ h-,*^-r ^rr r,_ 

-r- -x'r!vrr' \'!rrrrll9 dno slKandar Karmakar he

A. ,4 
named all the other accused as his assailants. In my opinion the testimonies of

M\t .)^^, 
PW'l alone establishes the guilt of the accused persons namery namery Manas

*#,[*lij;'m,*sfi 
,11X,*.l.,.-,ff '"'l.fi ffi ';:Til]l'*::::.L;X;;

the FIR at ail.

19' Ld' Defence counsel argued on the point that the prosecution could not establishthe fact of sharp weapon in this case and this court already discussed that thePW'1 or PW'3 themselves accept that they don't ailow the inmates to possess anysorts of sharp weapon in custody and even after search neither the jail authoritynor the I.o. courd find or seize the seized sharp weapon as areged in the FIR.Now Sec'326 IPC demands that the prosecution must prove that the accusedvoluntarily caused grievous hurt to the victims by means of some instrument forshooting or stabbing or fire etc. and that specifically should fall within the
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meaning of Sec.320 IPC. Now Sec.320 IPC includes the meaning of Grievous hurt
in the following kinds :

i, (First) - Emasculation.

ii. (secondly) 
-permanent privation of the sight of either eye.

iii. (Thirdly) - permanent privation of the hearing of either ear
iv. (Fourthly) 

-privation of any member or joint.
v' (Fifthly'r - Destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any

member or joint.

(sixthly) - Permanent disfiguration of the head or face.

(seventhly). 
-Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth.

(Eighthly) 
-Any hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer to

be during the space of twenty days in severe bodiry pain, or unabre to
follow his ordinary pursuits.

20' Here in this case the M.o./ PW.6 deposed that he examined both the victims i.e.,
PW'1 and PW'3 and he found that PW.1 was detected with simple injury whereas
PW.3 was detected with dangerous injury caused by sharp weapon. But the M.o.
in the said report did not mention if he administered any stitches or if he referred
the victim for further examination, He further did not specif,T if the injury caused
to the pw.3 fail in any of the categories mention in sec.320 Ipc. Hence in my
opinion the ingredients u/s.326 IPC does not get attracted in this case. However
the injury caused to the PW.1 and PW.3 does fall under Sec.323 IpC and sec.325
IPC' It is also not disputed that the incident occurred when the informant/ pw.3
entered the jail premise to attend an ailing inmate which shows that at the time

vii.

viii.

,"r"
;."\\

s[Oruisional of alleged incident the victim/PW.3 was discharging his duty as a public servant

ga,g{*ttf:tjfl|,J$i'and the fact of causins srievous hurt by the accused namety Manas Borah, Katam

,"'r.*,".,;";;#r' ffi:; l.;:t';il;
Buragohain is already established in this. Hence I find the accused namely Malo
Chungkrang, Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur Pradhan and Achyut Buragohain along
with Kalam and Manash had restrained the pw.l and pw.3 in discharging their
official duties in the capacity of public servant. But during the evidence I find no
ingredients u/s.109 Ipc against the accused persons namery Maro chungkrang,
Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan and Achyut Buragohain. However the act of
these accused per€ons are appearing sufficient to establish that the accused had

S.F
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committed the act cumulatively resulting into the commission of the offence in

furtherance of their common intention and thus fulfils the ingredients u/s.34 IpC,
21'Thus in view of the discussions made, I came to the safe conclusion that, the

prosecution is able to establish and prove the charge against the accused Malo
sungkurang, Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan and Achyut Buragohain U/S
32313251353134 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt and the accused Malo
Sungkurang, Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan and Achyut Buragohain are
hereby held guilty and convicted u/s.32313251353E4 IpC and acquitted of the
charges u1s.3261109 IPC accordingly. Accused Santosh Chiring and Sikandar
Karmakar are acquitted from all the charges.

22' It appears to me that due to the injury caused by the accused the victim had
suffered a lot and if such offences are not dealt with strict hands then there is
every possibility of this being encouraged in the society. Thus, the benefit of
Probation of offenders Act is not granted to the accused.

23' I have heard the accused/ convicts persons namely, accused Malo Sungkurang,
Rajen Tanti, Man Bahadur pradhan and Achyut Buragohain on the point of
sentence likely to be inflicted upon them. Their statements are recorded in
separate sheeB'The accused had prayed for leniency stating thatthg shall not
commit such act in near future.

24. Considering all aspects accused/ convicts Malo sungkurang, Rajen Tanti, Man
Bahadur Pradhan and Achyut Buragohain are sentenced to suffer rigorous
imprisonment for 2 years u/s.325 IPC and fine of Rs.2000/- each in default to
simple Imprisonment for 15 days, rigorous imprisonment for 1 month uls.323
IPC, rigorous imprisonment for 6 months uls.353l34IpC. The sentences shall run
concurrently.

25' The period has already undergone by the accused/convicts in the J/C during
investigation or trial is to be set off.

SHil, ;';*a"r'%; ;; ." ;.. il :,#. JT ;.,,ffii':, ffi ,ilT: i.ff :, : : i: ;
other case) on execution of PR. bond of Rs.50/- each to the Superintendent of
District jail Sadiya and Tinsukia, respectively. The Superintendent of District jail
Sadiya and Tinsukia are directed to return the copies of the pR bonds to this
court after compliance.
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28. This case is

Bahadur Pr

only.

29. Supply a free

30. Communicate

Jail Saidya and

31. Given under m
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be given to the victims Tridib Baruah and Farid Khan as

equal amounts.

of for accused Mallo Sungkurang , Rajen Tanti, Man

santosh chiring, sikandar Karmakar and Achyut Buragohain

of judgment to the accused/ convicts.

copy of this judgment and order to Jair Superintendent of District
insukia for compliance.

hand & seal of this court and delivered in the open court on this
ber of 2021 at Chapakhowa, Sadiya.

,'^ffirl
suB- DrVrsroNAL JUDTCTAL MicrsrRATE (M)

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA
SuD-Divisional

Judicial Mag istrate(M r,
Sadiya, Chapakhowu
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APPENDIX

1. PW.l Tridip Baruah

2. P.W.2 Jyoti Hazarika.

3. P.W.3 Farid Khan

4. P.W.4 Chandra Kanta Bahoi

5. P.W.5 WSI Mamu Marak

6. P.W.6 Dr. Robin Chandra Doley

DEFENCE WITNESSES:

NIL

COURT WITNESS:

NIL

EXHrBrrEp pocuMENTS (pRosEcuTroN)
1. EXT.I FIR

2. EXT.2 Chargesheet

3. EXT.3 & 4 Medical reports

EXHrBrrEp pocuMENTS (DEFENCE)

NIL

{,1^
suB- DrvrsroNAr Jubrcrar_ uacisrrierr (rq)

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA

S.tb-Divisional
Judiciat Magistrate(Ml
Sadiya, Chapakhowd


